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Abstract – Bonded repairs for aerospace composite structures are very promising thanks to the 

high strength recovery rate they can achieve while keeping a good strength to mass ratio. Flush 

repairs, i.e. scarf and stepped repairs, are the most suitable for repairing load-carrying structures 

as they provide maximum repairs efficiency while keeping a smooth aerodynamic surface. 

Design of composite bonded repairs is challenging because of their complex failure behaviour. 

This paper reviews existing work on flush repair design. It includes a synthesis of experimental 

results on static failure behaviour, and of modelling approaches by analytical, semi-analytical 

and finite element techniques. Recent investigations on flush repairs are pointed towards 

optimization, durability and reliability purposes: many innovative repair designs were 

identified, that could allow reducing greatly flush repairs size while keeping constant strength. 

Beyond static behaviour, recent works were reported on damage tolerant design for bonded 

repairs, along with fatigue and impact behaviour, that could raise the level of confidence that is 

given to composite bonded repairs. 

Keywords: CFRP; scarf repair; stepped-lap repair; adhesive bonding; FEM; strength 

prediction, cohesive zone modelling;  
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1. Introduction 

Composite materials are widely used in aerospace structures due to their high specific strength 

and fatigue performance [1]. During the past decades, their use increased [2] to such extent that 

aircrafts including significant proportions of Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) in their 

structures, like the Airbus A350XWB or the Boeing 787 Dreamliner, were released. Along with 

their performances, composite materials come with their own weaknesses and may experience 

damage during the aircraft service life. Bird strike [3], lighting strike [4-5], along with impacts 

due to ground collision or tool drop during maintenance can be cited as common sources of 

damage to aircrafts composite structures. Compared to metallic materials, they are vulnerable 

to impacts because of the brittle behaviour of the matrix and fibres, and the lack of trough-the-

thickness reinforcement. It can lead to a substantial damage and decrease of the compressive, 

tensile and shear strength [6-7]. In order to restore its strength, the damaged part may be 

replaced or repaired, depending on the feasibility and the cost-effectiveness of each option. 

Repairs to composites laminates can be mechanically fastened, adhesively bonded, or both 

(hybrid repair). The lack of non-destructive inspection technique to detect weak bonds makes 

the certification of bonded repairs difficult, so that the area is under investigation [8-9]. Thus, 

bolted repairs are the current standard for primary bearing load structures because it is simple 

to ensure that the attachment is compliant to the regulation. However, adhesively bonded repairs 

offer many advantages: they avoid adding mass to the structure, creating stress concentration 

around the bolts, and provide increased repair efficiency [10].  

Bonded repair types can be classified as follows [11]: (i) cosmetic repairs by resin injection; 

(ii) doubler repairs (semi-structural); (iii) flush repairs (structural). Doubler repairs are 

performed by bonding patches to one or both sides of the structure depending on accessibility. 

They are suitable for relatively thin laminates, but flush repairs become preferable for thick 

laminates. Flush repairs require removing pristine laminate in a scarf or stepped shape and 
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bonding patch with a complementary shape to material that has been removed, they offer better 

joint efficiency and allow keeping a smooth external aerodynamic surface at the cost of a more 

complex repair procedure. In the recent years, several reviews [12-19] and books [20-22] were 

published on the topic of composite bonded joints and repairs. 

This paper focuses on flush repairs to composite laminates, i.e. scarf and stepped repairs, as 

they are a very attractive way to restore damaged laminate strength and require advanced design 

and modelling techniques. Its goal is to synthesize knowledge on flush repairs failure behaviour 

brought by experimental work and to review and discuss modelling techniques that are used to 

predict flush repairs strength. Then, recent work on flush repairs optimization and new and 

original repair designs will be highlighted, and studies on reliability and durability of flush 

repairs will be reviewed. 

 

2. Experimental work on static failure behaviour 

2.1. Specimens typology 

Flush repairs are performed by removing pristine material around the damage area in a scarf or 

stepped shape (Figure 1). This denomination relies on the parent laminate shape: scarf repair 

refers to parent laminate with a smooth shape, whereas stepped repair shape refers to machined 

steps that can be one or a few plies thick. A patch with complementary shape to the removed 

material is then bonded onto the parent laminate. It can be either pre-cured patch that is bonded 

to the parent laminate with adhesive, known as hard patch [23], or stacked prepreg or wet plies 

cured directly onto the parent laminate, known as soft patch [24]. 

It has to be noted that for a scarf repair with a soft patch, the parent laminate has a smooth 

surface, but the patch is applied in a stepped shape, it can be denominated as stepped-scarf to 

be distinguished from tapered-scarf where both parent and patch are smoothly machined. This 

difference does not exist for stepped repairs because the soft or hard nature of the patch does 
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not change the final repair geometry. Literature can sometimes be confusing because stepped-

scarf is employed to describe stepped repairs as well. [12, 25-26]. 

Studies on composite repairs address three different types of specimens (Figure 2). Flush joints 

are made of two pristine laminates, scarfed or stepped, and directly bonded together leading to 

a parent / parent configuration. Those specimens allow studying the scarf or stepped bonded 

joint, but do not account for the presence of the repair patch. Flush repaired coupons include 

the repair patch. They are made of two laminates, stepped or scarfed, and bonded together with 

a hard patch or a soft patch, leading to a parent / patch / parent configuration. Coupons usually 

have a width of 20 to 30 mm that allows producing many specimens with a limited amount of 

material. The last type of specimen is the flush repaired panel, which means to be representative 

for a real repair. It is a laminate panel with a hole that stands for damaged material that has been 

removed, which is then scarfed or stepped, often in a circular shape, and repaired with a patch. 

Figure 1: Flush repair types 
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2.2. Failure modes 

When a composite bonded joint is loaded in tension, several failure mechanisms may occur 

along the bondline [14]: failure within the adhesive layer (cohesive failure), failure at the 

interface between adhesive and adherend (adhesive failure), matrix failure (intralaminar and 

interlaminar) or fibre failure of the laminates. Besides failure of the bondline, a bonded repair 

can also fail by rupture of the adherends themselves. When dealing with composite flush 

repairs, the failure mode may be a combination of these mechanisms. 

Experimental static tension tests on scarf joints [27-31] and scarf repaired coupons [32-33] 

made of unidirectional (UD) CFRP has been carried, and distinct modes of failure have been 

observed depending on the scarf angle (Figure 3). For steep scarf angles, the repair fails by 

cohesive failure of the bondline. For shallower angles, the bondline fails by mixed cohesive 

failure plus intralaminar and interlaminar failure. Cohesive failure occurs near 0° plies whereas 

Figure 2: Specimen configurations used in flush repairs studies 
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matrix cracking initiate near 90° plies first and appears near 45° plies when the load approaches 

the ultimate load of the specimen. With a 0° unidirectional layup [34-35] this mode does not 

occur. The more the angle is shallow, the more the failure dominated by composite failure. 

Lastly, for very shallow angles, the failure occurs by parent laminate or repair patch tensile 

fracture, with a crack path that can be completely outside of the bondline, or that goes through 

parent, patch and a part of the bondline. Marques et al. [36] conducted tensile tests on scarf-

repaired coupons and reported failure in the parent laminate region for scarf angle of 1.09° and 

failure in the repaired region for angles from 1.45° to 2.42°. Thus, the weakest part of a scarf 

repair is not always the repaired region. In some shallow configurations [37], failure occurred 

by simultaneous debonding of the repair and fracture of the parent laminate near tabs. In the 

field of composite joints and repairs, CFRP woven fabric laminates adherends have been less 

studied than UD CFRP adherends. Experimental work on scarf repaired coupons [38] and scarf 

joints [39] made of woven fabric CFRP exhibited the same failure modes as those know for UD 

CFRP scarf joints. 

Beyond tension loading, which is the most studied load case, failure modes of scarf joints under 

compression loading have also been addressed [40-43]. For steep angles, cohesive failure 

occurs in the same as it is for tension test. For shallow angles, when Euler buckling of the 

specimen is not prevented, mixed cohesive and matrix failure occurs, when it is prevented using 

long end tabs, local buckling of the composite occurs with no debonding. 

Studies presenting experimental work on stepped joints and stepped repaired coupons have also 

been carried [26, 35, 44-45] but the stepped configuration seems to have drawn less attention 

than the scarf configuration. Failure modes of stepped joints and repairs are essentially the same 

as the ones of scarf joints, including debonding of the patch and rupture of the laminates. Instead 

of the repair angle, the step ratio (ratio between length and the thickness of one step) is more 

convenient to describe stepped repairs. Wang et al. [26] studied the influence of the number of 
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steps for given ratio of 1:20. Failure mode was debonding of the patch for low number of steps 

and repair patch fracture or main plate fracture for high number of steps. It was observed that 

as the number of steps increased, the strength of the repair increased. Collombet et al. [46] 

presented results showing stepped joints with a specific layup only made of +-  ±45° plies failing 

by laminate fracture with no debonding at all. They concluded that the stepped joint was not 

always the weakest part of the assembly. Three different step ratios of 1:23, 1:30 and 1:50 were 

tested and the same failure mode and strength was obtained. 

Figure 3: Typical tensile failure modes of flush repairs 
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Few studies presenting scarf-repaired panels were reported, such large specimens are expensive 

and require a large applied load to reach failure. Xiaoquan et al. and Breitzman et al. [47-48] 

both conducted uniaxial tension tests on scarf repaired panels with initial hole through the whole 

thickness of the panel and repaired with a scarf angle of 6°. In both studies, panels failed by 

debonding of the patch leading to fracture of the main plate in the smallest area section on both 

sides of the scarfed area while the patch remained bonded to one of the halves of the panel. 

Baig et al. [49] compared scarf repaired panels tensile strength between 6° and 10° with prepreg 

or pre-formed patch. The plates also failed by debonding of the patch, but it was reported that 

the difference in strength between these two angles was not obvious. Chong et al. and Darwish 

et al. [50-51] worked on scarf repaired panels with angles of 0.6° and 2° respectively. In both 

cases, failure occurred by brittle fracture of the main plate and the patch with no debonding of 

the patch and they achieved strength restoration of 90% and 95% respectively. According to 

Chong et al., fracture initiated in the area near the end of the repair, at the tip of 0° plies and 

then propagated very quickly. 

The two identified failure modes for flush repaired plates match with the ones observed for 

flush joints and repaired coupons. However, mentioned studies on flush repaired panels only 

presented one failure type each, making it difficult to assess properly how the transition between 

failure modes happens as the repair angle varies, and to what extent the comparison between 

flush joints and flush repairs is valid. Further experimental work on flush repaired panels could 

provide such pieces of information and allow investigating bi-axial loading for instance. 

However, those large specimens can be expensive, which could explain why they are less 

studied. 

Beyond the influence of scarf angle and step ratio, which are the most studied parameters in 

papers with experimental static tests on flush repairs, other conception parameters may 

influence the strength or failure mode of a flush repair. Initial defect size influence was studied 
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by static tensile tests of scarf-repaired coupons [33] and scarf repaired panels [47]. Doubling 

defect size length or diameter causes a variation of repair strength between -1% and 5%. One 

could say there is no clear influence of defect size on repair strength, and it could be explained 

saying that defect size has no influence on the load carrying part of the flush repair. Bonding 

parameters such as surface preparation, adhesive type, thickness, curing cycle are known to be 

important to perform a bonded joint with maximum strength [12]. However, all studies that 

propose experimental testing of flush repaired specimens use a set of bonding parameters and 

stick to it. Moreover, most papers use the same types of ductile adhesives, like FM300-2K or 

Araldite 2015, with the same thickness of about 0.2mm. Thus, it is not possible de assess 

properly the influence of those bonding parameters on the strength or failure modes of flush 

repairs with the data currently available in the literature. 

 

3. Flush repairs modelling 

The multiplicity of failure mechanisms involved in scarf and stepped joints failure makes them 

complex to model. Two general approaches to analyse bonded repairs have been developed, the 

first one is the use of failure criteria to predict the strength of the repair, and the second one is 

to model repair failure with initiation and propagation of damage. Analytical models for bonded 

joints were already reviewed [15, 52-55]. Comprehensive reviews of static strength prediction 

methods for bonded joints [56-58], including numerical models and damage modelling were 

proposed. Therefore, this section aims to highlight the specific aspects of scarf and stepped 

repairs modelling, and to discuss the representativeness of a flush joint model to study a flush 

repair. 

 

3.1. Analytical and semi-analytical models 
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Analytical models for bonded joints are often described as two-dimensional. However, the 

simplest ones are one-dimensional, meaning that they depend on only one variable of space 

even though they can allow displacements in two directions. Arnovljevic [59] can be cited as 

the first occurrence of an analytical for single lap bonded joints. Erdogan and Ratwani [60] 

provided an analytical model for flush joints by adapting Volkersen [61] shear-lag model with 

adherends modelled as bars and adhesive as a layer of shear springs, to stepped (Figure 4) and 

scarf geometries. Hart Smith [62] then introduced adhesive plasticity in bonded joints equations 

for single lap, stepped and scarf joints. The main limitation of these classical models for scarf 

and stepped joints are: (i) neglecting bending of the adherends, (ii) neglecting transverse shear 

strain in the adherends, and (iii) not taking in account the varying stiffness of plies along the 

bondline of tapered scarf joints due to the different orientations of plies. This last effect makes 

scarf repair more challenging to treat analytically than stepped repairs which remain a 

succession of single lap joints. 

Figure 4 : Normalized shear stress distribution along composite stepped joint bondline 
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Semi-analytical models for flush repairs were also reported. Equations are solved by numerical 

integration instead of obtaining a closed form solution. Ahn and Springer [63] used a stepped 

repair model for scarf repaired coupons with soft patch. They used elastic-plastic behaviour for 

the adhesive coupled with a maximum strain criterion for the adhesive layer and the laminates. 

Mortensen and Thomsen [64] introduced cylindrical bending of the adherends in scarf and 

stepped joints in a semi-analytical model. Equations were solved numerically because of the 

boundary conditions. This kind of semi-analytical approaches allows overcoming some of the 

previously mentioned limitations while saving a lot of computation time compared to finite 

elements (FE) analysis. A three-dimensional semi-analytical model for stepped-repaired 

coupons was release by Li et al. [65]. Their model is based on mesh-free formulations of 

Hamilton canonical equation for laminated plates and adhesive and gives account of transverse 

shear deformation plus bending of the structure. Harman and Wang [66] proposed a semi-

analytical model base on Erdogan and Ratwani’s equations for scarf joints, to model variable 

scarf angle along the bondline. They confronted their analytical model to the stress distribution 

obtained by FE analysis, which shown that their model did not give accurate prediction the 

shear stress peaks in the adhesive near 0° plies where most of the load is transferred through 

the joint. This is because adherends were still treated as homogeneous with properties derived 

from classical laminate theory. Liu et al [67] modified Harman and Wang’s model by modelling 

the stiffness of each ply of the composite adherends separately. According to comparison with 

FE analysis, their solution is indeed more accurate than the previous one. They obtained 

secondary shear stress peaks near 0° plies that were missing with the precedent model but still 

has a 10% error in term of shear stress peaks by comparison with FE solution.  

There is still some attention in the recent years towards analytical and semi-analytical models 

for scarf and stepped repair because they remain a cheap solution to predict repair strength. This 

is what makes them attractive to be used towards optimization purposes or to be implemented 
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in simple toolboxes or spreadsheets destined to repair design in the industry. Wang.et al. [26] 

followed Ahn’s equations and added linear assumption for shear deformation of the adherends, 

which was first proposed by Tsai [68], to improve it. They developed a computerized tool to 

predict stepped-repaired coupon failure that gave result in good agreement with experimental 

results. Other semi-analytical models dedicated to bonded joints could be applied to scarf and 

stepped joints such as the macro-element (ME) technique proposed by Paroissien et al [69]. 

Scarf and stepped joint involve a variation of material and geometrical properties along the 

overlap, which can be supported by the ME technique through a meshing, or a dedicated 

formulation based on Taylor expansion series. Moreover, the boundary conditions and loadings 

are not restricted, and the progressive failure of specimen can be described using suitable 

nonlinear material laws. Ramalho et al. [70,71] developed a meshless method for single lap 

joints strength prediction. It relies on the implementation of Exponent Drucker-Prager yielding 

criterion for adhesive into a Natural Neighbor Radial Point Interpolation Method. It was 

demonstrated to be suitable for elastic plastic analysis of single lap joints with isotropic or 

anisotropic adherends, and to be suitable to model the behavior of very ductile adhesives. It is 

able to predict joint strength and stresses within adhesive layer. Implementation of this kind of 

method for flush joints or repairs would enlarge the field of semi-analytical methods for flush 

repairs design. 

Analytical and semi-analytical models for flush joints remain limited to scarf and stepped 

coupons geometries, thus not allowing directly modeling a flush-repaired plate, which is 

currently only achieved with finite element analysis. 

 

3.2. Finite elements analysis 

3.2.1. Current practices on FE modelling 
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FE method allows dealing with some of the analytical methods limitations, at the cost the 

increased implementation and computation time. Finite element models for flush repairs are 

developed under the same geometric simplifications than the ones made for analytical models: 

perfect tapered scarf repair or perfect stepped repair. It suits well scarf repairs with hard patch 

and stepped repairs respectively. Soft-patch scarf repairs do not fall right into one of the two 

previous hypotheses (section 2.1) because of the interface between smooth machined parent 

panel surface and repair plies applied in a stepped shape. This configuration is frequently 

studied in literature and is usually modelled as a tapered scarf repair. Ridha et al. [72] can be 

mentioned as an exception because they developed a stepped model based on previous 

experimental work [48, 73] where panels were smoothly scarfed and repaired with soft patch. 

To the authors’ knowledge, no research work proposed a more refined geometry for soft patch 

scarf repair to address resin rich pockets along the bondline for instance. 

Several modelling strategies have been employed to model flush joints and repair coupons. 

Purely 2D plane strain models under plane strain hypothesis were used in first place [32, 74]. 

With the increase of computing power, researchers modelled flush joints or repaired coupons 

in 3D with their full width [33, 67] freeing themselves from plane strain hypothesis at the cost 

of heavy meshes even in simple cases like a scarf joint. Eventually, whole flush-repaired panels 

can now be modelled thanks to FE modelling. In some studies, for implementation purposes 

linked to widely used Abaqus software, three-dimensional models with only one element in 

width and bounded displacement in the width direction, leading to a plane strain state, [75-76] 

were used. FE method allowed to model full flush repaired panels in 3D, and different meshing 

strategies were identified: (i) 1 layer of shell elements for the whole plate with varying 

properties along the steps (for stepped repairs)[25, 72]; (ii) 1 shell element per ply to model 

plies individually while saving computation time [77]; (iii) 1 brick element per ply [30]; (iv) 4 

brick elements per ply [78-79]. In most of the models, the adhesive layer is often meshed with 
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4 elements in the thickness with elastic or elastic-plastic behaviour when it not treated by 

cohesive zone modelling. Each study generally focuses on only one meshing strategy for a flush 

repair, thus it is difficult to compare them and assess the benefits and drawback of each one. 

Three meshes of increasing complexity were realised by the authors in order to illustrate 

different FE modelling strategies for flush repairs (Figure 5).   

 

3.2.2. Failure prediction by criterion approach 

Figure 5 : Different types of meshes to model flush repairs 
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Chapter 2 of Wang and Duong’s book [21] is dedicated to failure criteria for bonded repairs. 

Stress and strain criteria can be expressed either in terms of maximum value, or value at a given 

distance of a stress peak or averaged over a zone. Energetic criteria can be used when 

considering an initial crack in the repair [80], i.e. fracture mechanics, or using corner 

singularities at the tip of the adherends in the repair. For composite adherends, classical stress 

criteria are Tsai-Hill [81], Tsai-Wu [82] and Hashin [83]. 

One could cite Odi and Friend [84] as they developed an early 2D plane stress FE model for 

composite scarf joints with discrete modelling of each ply of adherends by one layer of elements 

and elastic behaviour of adherends and adhesive. This improvement allowed to obtain the stress 

peaks at the tip of 0° plies that were missing with previous FE models where adherends were 

treated as homogenous with properties derived from classical laminate theory. Average stress 

over joint length criterion was used for adhesive and a comparison between maximum stress 

criterion and Tsai-Wu for laminates was proposed. Wang and Gunnion [85] proposed a strain-

based approach for the design of scarf joints and repairs. They modelled the adherends as elastic 

and the adhesive as elastic-plastic. They identified stress concentrations factors near 0° plies tip 

and proposed to use Von Mises strain as failure criterion for adherends and to evaluate it at a 

characteristic distance from the plies tip equal to one ply thickness, meanwhile maximum shear 

stress was used to predict adhesive failure. Stress concentration factors were then used to predict 

failure with a first order analytical model. Critical failure volume (CFV) criterion [86] was used 

to address stress concentration in some studies on flush repairs [48, 87]. It is a criterion of 

statistic nature, based on finding the sub-volume which has the highest probability of local 

failure. Truong [33] employed the damage zone method to predict the strength of scarf repaired 

coupons. An experimental test was chosen as reference to determine the critical damage zone 

at failure load, according to Tsai-Hill criterion for laminates and maximum shear stress for 
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adhesive. Recently, Doitrand et al. [88] recently introduced a novel coupled stress and energy 

criterion that was used successfully for scarf joint analysis [89]. 

 

3.2.3 Failure prediction by damage modelling 

With the latest developments of FE modelling, it has become possible to include damage 

initiation and propagation in the simulation without the including an initial defect in the model. 

This has led to the damage modelling approach, which drawn a lot of attention in the past years. 

In the context of bonded repairs, Cohesive Zone Modelling (CZM) [90-91] and Continuum 

Damage Mechanics (CDM) [92] are commonly employed. 

CZM is used to simulate crack propagation along predefine paths with traction-separation 

behaviour of the interface. Bilinear (Figure 6), trapezoidal and exponential law shapes are the 

most common. It is well suited for bonded joints because the crack path is already known as it 

is the bonded joint itself. Moreover, CZM is also popular to model delamination between 

composites plies. Both CZM global approach, i.e., including the stiffness of the joint in the 

traction separation law, and local approach, i.e., meshing the adhesive with classical elements 

and adding very high stiffness traction separation law for interfaces between adhesive and 

Figure 6: Bilinear traction-separation law 
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adherends, are suitable model bonded joints in repairs. Different traction separation law shapes 

can be used for the adhesive like bilinear (Figure 5), trapezoidal or exponential. They have 

different sensitivity to adhesive strength and toughness and the law shape influences the 

simulated strength of the repair [70]. 

CDM consists in progressive material softening when a failure criterion is reached during the 

analysis, thus it does not require predefining a crack path. Softening can be achieved step by 

step, in that case the FE analysis is solve with a progressive damage loop (Figure 7), or it can 

be continuous and based on material toughness using softening material laws directly 

implemented in the FE code. 

 

Figure 7: Analysis with step-by-step progressive material degradation flow chart 
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One can choose to use CZM for adhesive, matrix failure and fibre failure [32], or to use CDM 

for adhesive and laminates properties degradation [47], or to use CZM for the adhesive and 

CDM for laminates, this being now common for flush repairs models [67, 92-95]. Damage 

modelling allowed providing better understanding of the failure mechanisms involved in flush 

joints by reproducing accurately the failure mechanisms observed experimentally, including 

mixed cohesive plus matrix failure (section 2.2.) [32, 67]. CZM and CDM brings high 

nonlinearities to FE models, it leaded to the use of explicit dynamic analysis for flush repairs 

quasi-static tensile strength [75, 79, 96]. Moreover, it may avoid convergence difficulties for 

the post-failure part of the simulation in case of brittle failure that can be encountered with static 

implicit methods. FE with damage modelling allowed to treat more complex loadings than 

tension, for instance buckling [42] or 3 points bending [97-98]. 

Table 1 is proposed to overview the deviations between experimentally measured strength and 

predicted strength of flush repairs in various studies. It does not treat studies including impacts 

in order to stay focused on damage mechanisms inherent to the bonded repairs. As data was not 

directly available in many cited studies, but rather presented in form of graphs, it was manually 

extracted from those graphs by using WetPlotDigitalizer tool. Average, minimum and 

maximum deviations between experiments and prediction were then computed. These 

indicators do not give precise account of the trend of discrepancies between experiments and 

models, but they allow highlighting the robustness of models to modifications of the repair 

configuration. 

From this data, it can be said that few studies presented strength prediction for stepped repairs. 

In terms of accuracy, a 10% deviation can be considered as satisfying regarding what was 

achieved in different studies. Well calibrated semi-analytical model [63] can provide the same 

accuracy in strength prediction than recent 3D FE with damage modelling. It shows that the 

discussion does not rely on determining which approach is the most precise, but which approach 
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is the most robust or reliable. Models that require parameter calibration that are not based on 

material behaviour are likely to be less robust. This is the case of methods requiring 

characteristic distance calibration, like point strain. The same could be said about material 

softening laws based on pre-set values that are not based on measure of material strain 

toughness measurement. When it comes to CZM, experimental tests for toughness 

measurement are quite standard, namely double cantilever beam, end-notched flexure and 

mixed-mode bending. However, there is no standard procedure for parameters identification. It 

can be directly based on measurements [99-103], or indirectly identified by calibrating a FE 

model to match to experimental tests. The same is true for the maximum stress parameter 𝜎0, 

which is often extracted from other tests like thick-adherend shear test (TAST) or butt joint but 

could be also extracted from crack propagation tests. Even though CZM allows to predict very 

well the behaviour of a structure including crack propagation, it remains a kind a of global 

approach because the stresses in the process zone are not directly measured. The measure of 

stress in a small area including the process zone is possible though [104].  
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Table 1: Deviations between predicted and experimental strength of composite bonded flush repairs. The number of configurations presented for each study 

only includes configurations for which experimental/modelling comparison were presented. The same is true for parameters studied. (ScJ: Scarf joint, ScRC: 

Scarf-repaired coupon, ScRP: scarf-repaired panel, StJ: stepped joint CZM: Cohesive zone modelling, CDM: Continuum damage modelling, VCCT: Virtual 

crack closure technique, CFV: Critical failure volume, DZM: Damage zone method). 

 

 

 

Study 
Specimen 

type 
Loading 

Config. 

tested 
Parameters studied 

Model 

type 

Approach for 

bondline 

failure 

Approach for 

laminate failure 

Deviation between 

experimental and 

predicted strength 

Avg. Min. Max. 

Ahn 1998b 

[38] 
ScRC Tension 12 

Scarf angle, overplies, 

hotwet (HW) aging 

Semi-

Analytical 

Max. shear 

strain 
Max. strain 

6% 3% 11% 

20% 

(HW) 

10% 

(HW) 

34% 

(HW) 

Odi and 

Friend 2004 

[84] 

ScJ Tension 5 Scarf angle FE 2D 
Avg. shear 

stress 
Max. stress 36% 23% 59% 

Kumar 

2006 [34] 
ScJ Tension 6 Scarf angle FE 2D CDM Hashin-Lee 8% 5% 12% 

Wang 2008 

[85] 
ScJ Tension 5 Scarf angle 

Analytical 

+ FE 

Max. shear 

strain 
Point strain 15% 4% 48% 

Campilho 

2009 [32] 
ScRC Tension 7 Scarf angle FE 2D CZM CZM 8% 1% 20% 

Campilho 

2009 [42] 
ScRC Buckling 7 Scarf angle FE 2D CZM CZM 2% 1,5% 5% 

Breitzman 

2009 [48] 
ScRP Tension 2 Panel scarfed / repaired FE 3D CDM 

CFV [Iarve 

2007] 
9% 8% 10% 

Xiaoquan 

2013 [47] 
ScRP Tension 4 Defect size, layup FE 3D CDM CDM 11% 2% 20% 
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Goh 2013 

[80] 
ScJ Tension 4 Initial flaw length FE 3D VCCT Not modelled 1% 0,5% 3% 

Liu 2016 

[67] 
ScJ Tension 1   

FE 3D CZM CDM 9%   

Semi-

Analytical 

Max. shear 

stress 
Not modelled 27%   

Truong 

2016 [33] 
ScRC Tension 5 

Scarf angle, overplies, 

defect size 
FE 3D 

Max. shear 

stress 

DZM Tsai-Hill 8% 0,5% 16% 

DZM Tsai-Wu 6% 1% 9% 

Truong 

2019 [97] 
ScJ 3 Pts Bending 6 

Scarf angle, lower pins 

distance 
FE 3D CZM 

CZM 

(delamination) 
5% 1% 10% 

Han 2019 

[44] 
StJ Tension 1   FE 3D CZM Not modelled 1%   

Collombet 

2019 [46] 
StJ Tension 1   FE 3D 

Avg. shear 

stress 
Tsai-Hill 0%   

Feng 2019 

[30] 
ScJ Tension 4 Laminates thickness FE 3D CZM CDM 3% 1% 5% 

Wang 2019 

[45] 
ScRC Tension 5 

Steps number, 

overplies 

Semi-

analytical 

Max. shear 

strain 
Max. strain 9% 2% 23% 

Sonat 2020 

[39] 
ScJ Tension 3 Scarf angle FE 3D CZM CDM 7% 5% 9% 

Sun 2020 

[29] 
ScJ Tension 6 Scarf angle FE 3D CZM CDM + CZM 5% 1% 9% 

Moreira 

2020 [105] 
ScRC 3 Pts bending 1   FE 2D CZM Not modelled 4%   

Hayes-Griss 

2020 [75] 
ScJ Tension 11 

Layup, flaw length, 

flaw position, sandwich 

support 

FE 3D 

plane 

strain 

CZM CDM + CZM 8% 1% 35% 
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3.3. Representativeness of the equivalent joint 

Many studies addressing composite flush repairs focus on the equivalent joint, i.e., two-

dimensional joint with the same geometric parameters than the repair, rather than the actual 

repair. It allows saving modelling and computation time. This approach is based on the 

assumption that, under uniaxial load, the stresses along the bondline of a scarf or stepped joint 

are almost identical to the stresses in a radial slice of the repaired-panel aligned with the 

direction of the load. Under this assumption, designing a flush repair based on the equivalent 

joint should give conservative result because the equivalent joint represents the most loaded 

part of the repair, but precise understanding of the consequences of this hypothesis is needed to 

avoid overly conservative design. 

This approach is a matter of discussion in the literature. Soutis and Hu [106] exhibited a 40% 

gap between the strength of a scarf-repaired panel analysed by linear FE and the equivalent 

scarf joint analysed by a semi-empirical method. Later, Gunnion and Hertzberg [107] presented 

a FE parametric study of scarf joint and scarf repair with linear elastic behaviour of laminates 

and adhesive. A 25% average stress reduction was found by comparing the scarf joint and scarf 

repaired panel models, it was attributed to load bypass around the repair. Wang and Gunnion 

[84] showed by FE analysis that adherends experience a similar level of strain concentration 

near 0° plies in a scarf repair and in a scarf joint, comforting the legitimacy of the equivalent 

joint assumption and disputing Soutis and Hu conclusions. Moreover, they suggested that in 

case of equal bi-axial loading, the difference between scarf joint and scarf repair strength might 

be smaller than under uniaxial loading. Pierce & Falzon [79] studied by FE with CZM both full 

repairs and equivalent joints with scarf of or stepped configurations in a study on fibre-oriented 

design. Their simulations showed that the strength of the repair and the equivalent joint is 

similar for 8° and 5° angles, and that the strength of the repair becomes substantially greater 
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than the equivalent joint strength one for 3° and 2° angles. Tashi and Abedian [75] very recently 

released a comprehensive numerical study comparing stress in the bondline in 2D and 3D 

models for scarf joints and scarf repaired panels. They pointed that stating a general rule about 

the difference between stresses in scarf joints and scarf repair would not be reasonable as it 

depends on the repair angle and stacking sequence and material properties. Their computed 

shear stresses for scarf-repaired plates were lower than the ones in scarf joints, but with a small 

discrepancy. Very little experimental data comparing repairs and equivalent joints is available, 

Chong et al. [50] conducted experimental tension test on scarf joints, scarf repaired coupons 

and scarf repaired panels. An increase of 10% in tensile strength between the scarf repaired 

coupon and scarf repaired panel was found. This difference was attributed to the strength 

redistribution around the repair when the first yield of the adhesive occurs in the load direction. 

It would indicate that the strength of repair is likely to be higher than the equivalent joint. 

Further experimental and numerical work, including damage modelling simulations, is needed 

to provide an understanding of the differences between failure behaviour of a flush repair and 

its equivalent joint, and to what extent the equivalent joints hypothesis is valid. This could help 

saving computation time in strength prediction simulations because even for small coupons, 

detailed FE models can reach more than 500.000 degrees of freedom [46]. 

 

4. Optimization 

As flush repairs require very shallow scarf angles, a lot of pristine material needs to be removed 

and the spatial extension of the repair increases with the thickness of the laminate that is 

repaired. Reducing flush repairs dimension is a major concern because space available in the 

reparation area if often limited on aircraft structure due to the presence of other structural 

elements, like frames or stiffeners. Thus, repair optimization is a matter of interest as it leads to 
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increased repair strength at equal repair dimension, or reduced repair dimensions at equal 

strength. 

A distinction can be made between two types of works that can be done towards flush repair 

optimization purposes. On the one hand, one can carry a sensitivity analysis, to assess the 

influence of a change in a design parameter within a chosen range, or to assess the benefits of 

a new repair shape. This type of work could be described are exploratory as it does not provide 

the best configuration possible but brings information on most sensible parameters and 

innovative repair shapes. On the other hand, one can achieve an optimization loop analysis, 

using an optimization algorithm to find the best possible configuration based on the chosen 

criterion to be optimized. 

 

4.1. Influence of design parameters 

Main design parameters of flush repairs are repair angle or ratio, adhesive thickness, plies 

thickness, laminates stacking sequence and overplies configuration. The sensitivity of stress 

distribution in the bondline to those parameters was addressed by numerical parametric studies 

[107-110]. Shallower repair angles, thicker plies and thinner adhesive layer tend to reduce the 

peak shear and peel stresses along the bondline, but addition of overplies, i.e. additional plies 

added over the repair patch, is the parameter that most dramatically decreases peak shear and 

peel stresses. 

Scarf angle or ratio is the most studied parameter in flush repairs studies as it drives the failure 

mode of the repair (see section 2.2.). Strength of scarf repaired coupons and scarf repair plates 

increases when the scarf angle decreases and can reach up to 95% of the undamaged laminate 

strength [50]. Maximum strength of the repair is achieved when it fails by parent laminate 

fracture only and the optimum angle of a repair can be defined as the steepest angle that leads 

to this failure mode. It would not be reasonable to give a general rule regarding the optimum 
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scarf angle, as repair strength depends not only on the angle but also on material properties. 

Research papers tend to show that the strength of a repair coupon can rise until 2° (1:28) [32] 

or 1° (1:57) [36] and aircraft manufacturers recommend 1:60 (Airbus) and 1:45 (Boeing) [46] 

Stacking sequences of composite adherents influences joints and repairs strength. Experimental 

test [84] showed that scarf joints with 0° surface plies have a lower strength than scarf joints 

with 90° plies. This was attributed to higher stress concentration at the tip of 0° when they were 

positioned at the external surface of laminates, confirming previous numerical results that show 

the increase in peak peel stress when 0° plies were on the outer surfaces [107-108]. Regarding 

stacking sequence of repair patch, the common practice to match ply-by-ply the stacking 

sequence of the parent laminate with the patch plies to restore the original structure stiffness. 

Breitzman et al. [48], investigated the idea to offset the patch stacking sequence by one ply, 

leading to a configuration where each repair ply overlaps a parent ply of same orientation 

(Figure 8). It was shown by FE analysis that the patch overlapping stacking sequence reduces 

shear stress peaks in the bondline of scarf repairs. Moreover, an optimization study on patch 

stacking sequence was performed to determine the one that would minimize the von Mises 

stresses in the adhesive. Nidernhuber et al. [111] studied those ply-matching and overlapping 

configurations experimentally by tensile test on stepped joints with 1:50 ratio. The overlapping 

configuration was found to provide an 11% increase in tensile strength comparing to the ply-

matching configuration confirming its benefits. 
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Regarding overplies, i.e., additional plies added on top of the flush repair (Figure 9), it was 

shown experimentally that they increase the repair strength [38]. FE modelling [48] confirmed 

that overplies reduced the stress in the bondline and increased the repair strength [78]. Overplies 

size and orientation were investigated numerically [108], and it was found that overplies 

orientation had little influence on peel and shear stress reduction in the repair. A critical overlap 

length of 5 mm was identified as no significant improvement was obtained with longer 

overplies, but the 0-5mm range was not explored. Experimental results on scarf-repaired 

coupons [37] showed different failure mode depending on the overplies length: short overplies 

disbonded and longer ones did not. Overplies were not made of the same material than the 

laminates: CFRP woven fabric were used for overplies and UD CFRP for laminates. 

The choice between a scarf and a stepped repair can be considered as a design parameter. 

However, there is little data available directly comparing scarf and stepped repairs as each paper 

focuses on one choice. Numerical studies highlighted that stress concentrations were higher in 

stepped joints compared to scarf joints of equivalent angle [95, 108] but that careful choice of 

Figure 8: Matching and overlapping patches for stepped repairs 
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design parameters in order to reduce peak stress can make them compete with tapered scarf 

repairs. These comparisons were conducted between stepped and perfect tapered scarf models, 

but tapered scarf remains an idealization of a wet-layup scarf repair. Therefore, real scarf repairs 

may experience higher stress concentration than predicted with these models due to non-

perfectly smooth bondline. 

  

4.2. Innovative designs 

In order to optimize flush repairs, some studies went beyond the traditional design parameters 

and tested new repairs shapes. Wang and Gunnion [112-113] worked on patch shape 

optimization for scarf repairs under bi-axial loading. They showed that under non equi-biaxial 

stress, the circular shape is not optimal and leads to removing more pristine material than what 

is needed. Innovative patch shapes were proposed by varying the scarf angle to vary all around 

the repair, while remaining constant in each radial slice. An optimization technique was 

developed, and an elliptical shape was proposed to reduce the repair size under bi-axial loading. 

In case of damage with a high aspect ratio, i.e. very elongated, a hybrid square-ellipse profile 

was proposed. Other patch shapes such as octagonal patches were investigated in the field of 

double lap repairs [114] and could be extended to flush repairs. Nidernhuber et al. [111] 

proposed a fibre-oriented repair design for stepped repairs. As under uniaxial loading, most of 

the load is transferred by the plies aligned with its direction, their idea was to increase the 

overlap length for the plies aligned in the direction of the load, where stresses are the highest, 

Figure 9: Flush repair with overply 
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or to reduce it for the others. Tension tests were conducted to compare constantly 16 UD plies 

stepped joints of 1:50 ratio and fibre-oriented step joints with ratios of 1:50 for 0° plies, 1:35 

for 45° plies and 0 for 90°. It was shown that fibre-oriented design reduced the repair length by 

nearly 40% while keeping the same tensile strength. Pitanga et al. [115] proposed a new design 

for scarf repairs with variable scarf angle (Figure 10). Their idea is also to reduce the repair 

length by using two different scarf angles, a 1:20 or 1:30 ratio for 0° plies and 1:2 ratio for 45° 

and 90° plies. Specimens were machined precisely using a CNC router. Tensile strength of 

optimized specimens and standard 1:20 straight scarf joints were compared. The 1:30/1:2 

configuration achieved 64% of the strength of standard 1:20 straight scarf joints at only 40% 

the size and was further improved by the addition of two 0° cover plies to reach 75% of the 

initial 1:20 joint. Pierce and Falzon [79] used 3D FE analysis including damage modelling to 

compare the strength of fibre-oriented scarf or stepped repaired plates. Their simulations did 

not show benefits for stepped repair with fibre-oriented design, but it did for scarf repairs with 

a 40% area reduction at equal strength. These results were attributed to the higher stress 

concentration that exists in stepped joints compared to scarf joints, which could initiate failure 

of the repair earlier even with an optimized design. They discussed Nidernhuber’s conclusions, 

assessing that experimental testing with steeper angles would be required to properly assess the 

benefits of fibre-oriented design for stepped repairs. Damghani et al. [96] proposed a variable 

length stepped repair design. The idea is similar to fibre-oriented design by Nierdernhuber et. 

al [111] (Figure 11). Experimental testing was conducted on twelve woven plies stepped 

repaired coupons. The initial damage that was considered was not going through all the 

thickness of the coupon, leaving six pristine plies at the bottom. The repair consisted of two 

steps each being three-plies-thick. Four configurations were tested with different ratios for 

0/90° and +45/-45° plies. The optimized repair scheme restored 64% of the pristine laminate 

strength compared to 77% obtained with classic repair of high 1:60 ratio. Sun et al. [116] 
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conducted experimental testing of stitched scarf repairs panels. Holes were drilled into the 

parent laminate to perform a hand-made stitching of the repair with carbon fibre threads, which 

were then infused with resin and cured to be bonded to the parent laminate. For panels with a 

1:10 scarf ratio, the stitching improved the strength of the panels by 27% compared to non-

stitched ones. 

Several new repairs designs were proposed with promising results. However, given the 

discussions highlighted between some studies, further investigations are needed to assess what 

size reduction or strength increase is conceivable. 

Figure 10: Schematic visualization of variable scarf angle introduced by [115] 
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5. Reliability and durability 

Reliability analysis aims to compute the probability of failure considering uncertainties or to 

calculate the safety values at a given confidence and reliability level. In the recent years, 

reliability of bonded composite joints and uncertainties in those structures elaboration were 

reviewed [117,118]. Limited work was done on probabilistic assessment of flush repairs 

strength [119,120,121]. Simple methodologies were provided in order to take in account 

stochastic variations for the material and geometrical properties as well as the external 

Figure 11: Schematic visualization of variably-stepped laminates design introduced by [96,111]  
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loading. It was shown that the peak bondline stress is very sensible to variation of scarf angle 

and adhesive thickness [121].” 

Mechanical durability of flush repairs is a major concern. Beyond static loads, they may 

experience impacts and fatigue during their service life. This is why providing an understanding 

of flush repairs impacts and fatigue behavior is of interest. Environmental durability is also a 

major problem of flush repaired plates. Budhe et al. [17] reviewed bonded repairs 

environmental issues, such as moisture and temperature aging. Briefly, the most important 

factors are moisture and temperature. Their individual effects on the properties of composite 

material and adhesive is understood, but limited work was bone on their combined effect on 

bonded repairs. Many factors such as curing cycle, test temperature or glass transition 

temperature may influence the fracture toughness of the adhesive and repair patch. Moisture 

can significantly decrease the strength of bonded joints. Pre-bond moisture and post-bond 

moisture are both to be considered, and pre-bond moisture is to be avoided as much as possible. 

FE Analysis with CZM allows to predict the behavior of bonded joints in hydrothermal 

conditions. Data obtained by experimental aging tests can be incorporated to traction-separation 

laws by degrading cohesive zone parameters. Howerer, accurate prediction of the behavior of 

bonded joints submitted to heavy environmental conditions remains challenging as 

conventional aging is very time consuming. Accelerated aging tests may offer opportunities to 

improve the environmental durability analysis. 

5.1. Damage tolerance 

Airworthiness regulations require bonded repairs to match the design ultimate load in presence 

of disbonds [95, 132-133]. Thus, several papers proposed analysis of flush joints and repairs 

strength in presence of an initial defect in the bondline (Figure 12). This approach can be 

described as “damage tolerant design” of flush repairs. 
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Goh et al. [80] investigated the strength of scarf joints with initials flaws off different lengths 

starting at one end of the joint. Experimental tension tests showed that the strength of the joints 

decreases when the size of the full increases and depends on the orientation on the angle of the 

play next to the crack tip and on the flaw size. A loss of 25% of the bond provoked a loss of 

50% of the joint strength. Kosmann et al. [134] studied experimentally and numerically scarf 

joints with flaws and reached the conclusion that presence of a flaw can dramatically reduce 

the joint strength. Wu et al. [135] compared the damage tolerance of scarf and stepped joints 

by FE modelling. An extensive parametric study including flaw length, flaw width, flaw 

location, number of steps, adherends stacking sequence and overplies was proposed. It was 

shown that stepped joints with lower number of steps are more damage tolerant than those with 

high number of steps or than scarf joints. Hayes-Griss et al. [94] carried experimental testing 

of scarf joints with flaws at room and addressed the influence of temperature and moisture and 

specimens strength. Full width-flaws of 10%, 20% and 40% of the total bondline length were 

tested. They concluded that under hot-wet condition, scarf joints are less sensible to bondline 

flaws than under room temperature or cold dry conditions. Fracture along the bondline 

systematically happened by interfacial failure that initiated at the tip of the flaw and the jumped 

to the bondline opposing side. Feng et al. [30] proposed a numerical investigation of the 

influence of 3D defects in the bondline of composite scarf joints, with round, square or 

triangular shapes and representing from 5% to 25% of the bonded area. Defect shape had no 

influence on the strength loss for small defects, but for large defects the triangular shape lead 

to a higher strength loss than the others. Sonat et al. [39] encountered unexpectedly high levels 

Figure 12: Scarf repair with bondline flaw 
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of porosity, in a range of 0.1-0.5mm estimated porosity rate of 10%, in the bondlines of their 

first batch of composite scarf joints specimens. They successfully produced a second batch of 

specimens without porosities and concluded that the first batch had a 13% strength loss 

compared to the porosity-free one. Numerical investigation was carried out with a 3D finite 

element (FE) model of a scarf joint and two defects scenarios: (i) evenly distributed round 

shaped voids of 1mm diameter in the bonding surface to replicate levels of porosity between 

4% and 14%, (ii) one round shaped void of diameter between 2.5mm and 10mm. A good 

agreement between experimental data and the 10% porosity rate simulation was found. Hayes-

Griss et al. [75] proposed an improved numerical methodology to predict failure of scarf joints 

with initial flaws, using FE with CZM and CDM. They brought improved understanding of the 

failure behaviour of flawed scarf joints. With the 3° scarf angle, damage would initiate by 

matrix tension in 45°/90°plies in pristine joints. In presence of a flaw, damage would initiate at 

the tip of the flaw, then would provoke delamination in the adjacent 45°/90° plies and finally 

reach the bondline and interface failure would progress all along it. They concluded that both 

composite and adhesive damage assessment should be carried out to propose a damage tolerant 

design of a scarf joint. 

Reported studies address mainly smooth scarf joints, further numerical or experimental work 

on the stepped geometry and on whole flush-repaired panels could provide an understanding of 

the effect of flaw position relative to the loading axis for instance. 

 

5.2. Impact behaviour 

Repaired areas of composites structures may suffer impact damage as well as the rest of the rest 

of structure. Regarding the choice between repairs shapes, it was shown by FE analysis that the 

scarf shape is more effective than single lap joint to reduce stress concentration in bonded joints 

under impact loads [122]. Kumari et al. [123] assessed the effect of impact position on scarf 
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repaired panels by dynamic FE analysis. The most vulnerable location to impacts was the patch 

edge. The same type of numerical analysis was carried [124] to study multi-impact load case 

on scarf-repaired panel. Patch stacking sequence effect on impact damage was investigated by 

experimentally and by FE analysis [125]. It was concluded that stiffer patches improved the 

impact performance of scarf-repaired panels. Patch misalignment with the parent structure was 

also explored, it had a greater effect than patch stacking sequence on impact damage. 

Compression after impact (CAI) is a critical type of solicitation of composite structures. Wang 

et al. [95 2015] showed by experimental and numerical testing that pristine laminates and 

stepped-lap joints had similar levels of compressive strength reduction when subject to the same 

impact damage. This trend would be very favourable for flush repairs to be used for primary 

bearing load structures because the repair would not be more vulnerable than the pristine 

structure. Shufeng et al. [126] conducted experimental CAI tests on scarf-repaired panels. 

Impact position influence was investigated, and it was shown that the edge of the patch was the 

location where impacts degraded the most the compressive strength of specimens, which is 

consistent with numerical results of Kumari et al. [123]. A FE model including CDM was 

developed and gave results in good agreements with experiments. Tension after impact (TAI) 

was investigated as well on composite flush repairs [127-128]. Shallow scarf angle 

demonstrated a higher tensile strength recovery rate after impact than steeper angles. [129]. Liu 

et al. [130] studied residual tensile strength after impact of stepped-joints specimens of 1:17 

ratio. A dramatic decrease of 50% in residual tensile strength of tested specimens was observed 

at an impact energy threshold of 4J. The same type on study was conducted on 5° scarf joint 

specimens [131], it was stated that impact damage in the adhesive joint would occur with high 

enough impact energy and have significant effect on the tensile strength of scarf joints. Given 

the small number of studies dealing with impacts on bonded repairs, there is room for more 

investigation. 
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5.3. Fatigue 

Composites materials are known for their fatigue performances, but a bonded repaired structure 

could be more vulnerable to fatigue than pristine laminates. Fatigue of bonded stepped and scarf 

joints in general is therefore a field of investigation [136, 137]. A few papers dealing with 

fatigue of composite bonded repairs were released. Yoo et al. [37] carried experimental fatigue 

tests of scarf-repaired coupons loaded in tension with scarf ratios of 1:20 and 1:30. 106 fatigue 

cycles were reached by pristine specimens with an applied stress equal to 60% of their static 

strength, compared to 30% for repaired specimens, showing that they are more vulnerable to 

fatigue than pristine ones. Shallower scarf angles provided better strength recovery rate. 

Observed fatigue failure modes were similar to static failure modes with mixed intralaminar 

and cohesive failure of the bondline. Moreira et al. [104] proposed 3 points bending fatigue 

study of scarf-repaired coupons of 10° angle. A 2D FE model was proposed and was able to 

predict the fatigue life in agreement with experiments. The model was then employed to assess 

the influence of scarf angle on the fatigue life of scarf repaired coupons. It showed important 

gains with the decrease of the scarf angle. Guan et al. [138] carried out experimental work on 

fatigue of full scarf-repaired panels. Fatigue cycles with a load amplitude between 5% and 0.5% 

of static strength were applied. Specimens reached 106 with no damage revealed by C-scan. 

Static test then showed than those fatigue cycles did not have any impact on the static strength 

and failure behaviour of the repaired panels. Wong et al. [139] carried out fatigue test on 

composite stepped joints. Distributed optical fibre sensors were used to monitor the onset and 

then propagation of fatigue damage. Specimens failed along the bondline. Moreira et al. [140] 

release a numerical study on 3 points bending fatigue of different composite joint types. CZM 

and modified Paris law were used to model crack propagation in the bondline, and single lap, 
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double lap, scarf and stepped joints were compared. Scarf repairs appeared to be the most 

efficient choice in terms of fatigue life.  

From studies that were presented, it appears that modelling techniques for bonded joints and 

composites are now mature enough to produce behaviour and strength prediction of composite 

flush repair subjected to impact, to presence of flaws. There is room to pursue those studies in 

order to assess the effect of various parameters there are not yet explored, such as flaw position 

in a 3D repair for instance. These reliability and durability approaches could be applied to 

innovative designs to identify any other advantages or drawbacks they bring. As there are few 

studies on fatigue of composite bonded repairs, more work is required to understand and to 

predict their fatigue behaviour.  

 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, design of those repairs was reviewed, and the following points were identified. 

Static tensile failure behaviour of flush joints and flush repairs is well understood. The repair 

angle or ratio drives the failure mode. Several studies showed that, with a shallow enough angle, 

the adhesive is not the weak link of a flush repair anymore. However, there is a lack of 

experimental data available on flush-repaired panels failure. Other load cases as compression 

and bending drawn less attention from researchers.  

Various approaches to model flush repairs were identified. Beyond classical analytical models, 

there are recent developments of semi-analytical models and finite elements models. Those last 

models tend to be computational-heavy due to damage modelling with cohesive zone modelling 

and continuum damage mechanics. A comparison of discrepancies between experimental and 

predicted strength of repairs in various studies was proposed, and it shown that many models 

can achieve satisfying prediction of flush repairs strength. The discussion relies then on the 

robustness of each method, i.e., how they are sensitive to uncertainties in material parameters 
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measurement, and to what extent a given parameter calibration remains valid when repair 

configuration changes from the initially studied case. 

The equivalent joint approach, stating that a flush repair can be design by studying the 

equivalent two-dimensional joint to the repair is a matter of discussion in the literature. Further 

work is required to provide a deeper understanding of the representativeness of the equivalent 

joint. 

Numerous studies on repairs design parameters were identified. No general rule can be stated 

about the optimal repair angle or ratio, but very shallow angles are required to achieve 

maximum strength. The addition of overplies can be mentioned as a critical parameter allowing 

to increase repairs strength. Most of papers are focused on scarf repairs and there is little data 

available comparing scarf and stepped repairs designs. 

Many innovative repairs designs were reported, with new patch shapes, varying steps length, 

or varying scarf angle. These are promising ways to optimize flush repairs size. It may open the 

field towards performing flush repairs on aerospace structures when only small areas are 

available for the repair. 

Reliability and durability of flush repairs, including impacts, damage tolerance and fatigue, is 

a matter of interest. Current modelling techniques are able to accurately predict the behaviour 

of flawed or impacted composite repairs. The capability to design bonded repairs less sensitive 

to initial flaws, or to damage that could occur during their life might be a promising way to 

reach bonded repair certification for primary bearing structures. 
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Figure captions 

Figure 1: Flush repair types 

Figure 2: Specimen configurations used in flush repair studies 

Figure 3: Typical tensile failure modes of flush repairs 

Figure 10 : Normalized shear stress distribution along composite stepped joint bondline 

Figure 11 : Different types of meshes to model flush repairs 

Figure 6: Bilinear traction-separation law 

Figure 7: Analysis with step-by-step progressive material degradation flow chart 

Figure 8: Matching and overlapping patches for stepped repairs 

Figure 9: Flush repair with overply 

Figure 10: Schematic visualization of variable scarf angle introduced by [115] 

Figure 11: Schematic visualization of variably-stepped laminates design introduced by 

[96,111] 

Figure 12: Scarf repair with bondline flaw 


